
The Forzani Group Canada 

The Forzani Group is Canada's largest sporting goods retailer. They sell a
vast assortment of sporting related products from footwear to apparel to
performance equipment. Sport Chek, Sport Mart, Coast Mountain Sports,
National Sports, Athletes World and Hockey Experts are just a few of the
retail companies that make up The Forzani Group.

F-122C: Wide-Dispersion Ceiling Speaker
CS-64: Wide-range Paging Speakers
DA-250 or DA-500: Multi-channel Amplifiers
M-9000: Matrix Mixer

The Forzani Group chose TOA Canada equipment when deciding to modernize the sound and paging systems in a
few of their stores across Canada.

Although many of the stores were similar in size, each facility had its own unique needs and structural oddities,
which forced our technical team to ensure that each store had its own audio design so that the sound and paging
clarity was established. 
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The combinations of Ceiling speakers and wide range paging speakers along with the powerful DA series of
amplifiers complimented by the M-9000matix mixer properly placed in each store provided the sound dispersion
and clear sound the Forzani group was looking for. 

Our customer was very happy, not only with the performance of the equipment at each location, but with the
service provided by the TOA team and our ability to visually show them how the system would perform illustrated
by the audio design presented to them before the project was started.

TOA Corporation was founded in Kobe, Japan over 80 years ago. TOA operates in over 100 countries worldwide, with manufacturing
facilities found in nearly every major market area. These facilities have a reputation for precision design and fabrication, resulting in a
proven track record of TOA product reliability.  

TOA Canada Corporation was formed in 1990 as a complete sound solutions provider, specializing in commercial audio, including,
public address, voice communications, voice evacuation and emergency paging requirements. TOA Canada offers complete solutions
for all corporate and commercial audio communications and intercom security requirements.
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About TOA Canada Corporation 

www.TOAcanada.com 
sales@toacanada.com 

ph:   1-800-263-7639 
fx:    1-800-463-3569


